METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR INPUT AREAS IN DOCUMENTS FOR HANDWRITING DEVICES

A server generates a form identifier to identify a page or input area of a document; generates a location and field type for the input area of the document; associates the location and field type with the form identifier; and reproduces a second document with a graphically represented identifier converted from the form identifier. The location, field type, and form identifier are stored in metadata of the document. A client device obtains a form identifier converted from the graphically represented identifier from a handwriting device. The form identifier is associated with the location and field type for the input area of the second document. The form identifier, location, and field type are stored in metadata of the second document. The client device obtains a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device and associates the positional signal with the input area based on the form identifier, location, and field type.
Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of Provisional Application No. 62/382765, filed September 1, 2016, which is expressly incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Electronic handwriting is increasingly important and popular in a variety of contexts, such as electronic signatures for documents. Many devices can be used for electronic handwriting. One technique that is gaining in popularity is using an electronic stylus to add handwriting to an electronic document. For example, a user may view a document on a tablet device while writing with the electronic stylus, thereby allowing the user to accurately place handwriting in the electronic document, such as by signing the user’s name on a signature line. Yet, writing in ink on paper also remains important in many contexts. In one possible scenario, an electronic stylus with an ink cartridge can be used to generate electronic handwriting data while also applying ink to paper. Although electronic handwriting can be captured during this type of writing process, a typical electronic handwriting device has no ability to process or interpret the handwriting data intelligently with respect to a specific document that is being signed.

SUMMARY

[0003] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This summary is not intended to identify key features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0004] In one aspect, a computer-implemented method comprises generating a form identifier to identify a page or an input area of a first document; generating a location and a field type for the input area of the first document; associating the location and the field type with the form identifier, wherein the location, the field type, and the form identifier are stored in a metadata stream of the first document; and reproducing a second document from the first document with a graphically represented identifier converted from the form identifier.

[0005] In another aspect, a computer-implemented method executed by a computer that is electrically connected with a handwriting device comprises obtaining a form identifier converted from a graphically represented identifier of a document from the handwriting device, wherein the form identifier is associated with a location and a field type for an input area of the document, and wherein the form identifier, the location, and the field type are stored in a metadata stream of the document; obtaining a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device; and associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area based on the form identifier, the location, and the field type. The method may include converting the handwriting into a data type based at least in part on the field type for the input area. The handwriting may include pen coordinate data. The handwriting also may include biometric data. The metadata may be stored in the metadata stream in an XMP format. The metadata stream of the document may include dimensions for the input area of the document. The positional signal may include a series of point locations. Associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area may include determining whether the point locations are within the input area. Associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area also may include determining whether the point locations are within a bleed margin of the input area. Associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area also may include determining whether the first down point of a stroke is within the input area.

[0006] In another aspect, a system includes a computing device programmed to generate a form identifier to identify a page or an input area of a first document; generate a location and a field type for the input area of the first document; associate the location and the field type with the form identifier, wherein the location, the field type, and the form identifier are stored in a metadata stream of the first document; and reproduce a second document from the first document with a graphically represented identifier converted from the form identifier. The system also includes a handwriting device and a client computing device programmed to obtain a form identifier converted from the graphically represented identifier of the second document from the handwriting device, wherein the form identifier is associated with the location and the field type for the input area of the second document, and wherein the form identifier, the location, and
the field type are stored in a metadata stream of the second document; obtain a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device; and associate the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area based on the form identifier, the location, and the field type.

[0007] A computing device may be programmed to perform any of the techniques described above or elsewhere herein. A computer-readable medium may have stored thereon executable instructions configured to cause a computing device to perform any of the techniques described above or elsewhere herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages will become more readily appreciated as the same become better understood by reference to the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIGURES 1A-1D are block diagrams of illustrative systems and devices in which described embodiments may be implemented;
FIGURE 2 is a diagram of an illustrative user-specific form showing handwriting input areas;
FIGURES 3A-3F are code diagrams that depict illustrative metadata in XMP packets that may be included in a metadata section of the document illustrated in FIGURE 2;
FIGURE 4 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process in which a server computer generates metadata to be stored in a first document and reproduces a second document with a graphically represented ID converted from metadata in the first document;
FIGURE 5 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process in which a client device associates a positional signal of handwriting with an input area in a document based on metadata elements associated with the document;
FIGURE 6 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process to determine whether point data in a positional signal (pen data) is to be associated with an input area; and
FIGURES 7A and 7B are flow diagrams that describe a workflow process involving profiles for processing of electronic documents described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] In embodiments described herein, input areas of a document are defined (e.g., in terms of location, dimensions, and type) in metadata within the document. Specific items of metadata that may be used in described embodiments include tags, text, identifiers (IDs), and Boolean values. The metadata provides the ability to store data describing behavior and features of the input areas within the document file itself. Embodiments described herein are particularly useful for handwriting input. When input (such as handwriting input) is applied to a document, the input data (e.g., captured stroke data corresponding to handwriting input) can be stored within the document along with other metadata. Input applied to a particular input area can be associated with the input area. The workflow in described embodiments can be conceived as involving two stages: form creation, which includes defining input areas, and data capture, which includes receiving and processing input, such as handwriting input received from a handwriting device and a graphically represented ID on a paper, in a corresponding document.

[0010] In one embodiment, a disclosed file format is used in combination with a handwriting device, such as a smart folio or tablet device, and an associated pen device. The pen device is designed for writing in ink on paper while also generating corresponding electronic handwriting data during the writing process that can be mapped to particular input areas in the document. For example, a client application running on a client device in communication with the handwriting device can embed electronic handwriting data in electronic documents as ink handwriting is applied to corresponding paper documents, and can associate the electronic handwriting data with an input area.

[0011] As used herein, the term “handwriting device” refers to a hybrid device that captures handwriting input digitally using a stylus pen while the user writes with the pen on paper. Handwriting devices may be implemented as dedicated handwriting collection devices, such as handwriting pad devices or handwriting tablet devices. Handwriting devices are not necessarily strictly input devices, and may include other functionality (e.g., data transmission functionality, etc.). Further details on illustrative handwriting devices are provided below.

[0012] Described embodiments allow automatic creation of electronic documents that include classes of data that are not available from paper documents or scanned images of paper documents, such as biometric data (e.g., pen pressure data, timing/velocity of strokes) and pen position data. Such data can be used for signature authentication, automatic character recognition or shape recognition, or other interpretation of handwriting (such as identifying marks in checkboxes) in particular input areas, or for other purposes. Described embodiments can avoid time-consuming intervening steps such as optical character recognition or human inspection of handwritten forms, though such steps could optionally be used to supplement or cross-check results of automatic techniques. Electronic versions of the paper documents can then be stored locally or transmitted to another device for storage or further processing, such as in a cloud computing arrangement. In addition to storing handwriting data as metadata, described systems and devices also can store an image of the signed document or images of particular handwriting along with the document.
FIGURE 1A is a block diagram of an illustrative system in which described embodiments may be implemented. In the example shown in FIGURE 1A, a handwriting device 100 communicates with a client device 110 (e.g., via USB, Bluetooth, or other suitable connection). The client device 110 also communicates with a server computer 200 running a form application 205. (Server computer 200 and client device 110 are described in further detail below with reference to FIGURE 1B.) Although FIGURE 1A shows a single server computer, client device, and handwriting device for ease of illustration, it should be understood, in the context of this example and other examples described herein, that one or more additional handwriting devices, client devices, and server computers may be present. In such scenarios, many arrangements and topologies are possible. For example, a client device may communicate with more than one handwriting device and a server computer may communicate with more than one client device. A client device can be a desktop or notebook computer, a smartphone, a tablet device, or some other computing device.

In the illustrative scenario depicted in FIGURE 1A, a form application 205 generates a form from a source document 210A (e.g., a document in a PDF format or other electronic document format) and form information 212 provided as input to the form application 205. The form information 212 indicates information (e.g., position, dimensions, name, type) associated with input areas (e.g., handwriting input areas) for the form. The source document 210A provides document data for the form, and may also include basic metadata for the form such as creation time/date, author, etc. The document data may include text, graphics, formatting information, and other information that represents the content of the document when it is displayed or printed.

In the illustrative scenario depicted in FIGURE 1A, the form application 205 generates a form template 210B, from which individual documents (e.g., a user-specific form 210C) can be generated. The form template 210B includes a document data section and a metadata section. The metadata section includes additional information for the document. The form application 205 uses the form information 212 to identify and define an input area 220 (e.g., a handwriting input area) in the form template 210B. The form application 205 associates the input area 220 with metadata in the metadata section of the form template 210B. In this example, the input area 220 is associated with a field ID, a location, and a field type. Other metadata that may be included in the form template 210B (e.g., a document ID, page IDs, creation time/date, author, etc.) is not shown for ease of illustration.

In the illustrative scenario depicted in FIGURE 1A, the form application 205 generates a user-specific form 210C based on the form template 210B and other information specific to a particular user (e.g., a hospital patient filling in an admission form, a bank customer signing an agreement) that will be adding handwriting to the form. In doing so, the form application 205 generates a graphically represented ID 230 (e.g., barcode, dot code, QR code) to be included in the user-specific form 210C. The graphically represented ID 230 can be read and decoded (e.g., by a suitably configured scanner or camera device 241 arranged on a handwriting device 100) to obtain information about the document for subsequent processing. The user-specific form 210C also includes metadata from the form template, including the field ID, location, and field type associated with the input area 220. The server computer 200 transmits the user-specific form 210C to the client device 110, which transmits the user-specific form 210C in electronic form to the handwriting device 100.

In one embodiment, the form application 205 generates the graphically represented ID 230 by converting one or more IDs stored in the metadata section of the document into a corresponding code. The IDs to be converted may include IDs associated with the document itself (e.g., document ID, page ID, field ID), IDs associated with a user, or some combination of IDs. At the client side, the graphically represented ID 230 can be decoded to obtain the information that was used to generate the graphically represented ID 230. Information obtained in this way can then be used to map handwriting data to particular input areas in the document. If the position signals of the handwriting data match with the defined input areas, the client device can associate the handwriting data with those input areas and store the handwriting data and the association in the metadata section of the electronic document.

For example, a numeric code of the form [DocID] [PageID] can be converted into a barcode and added to a document to be signed by a user. When the barcode is read and decoded by a scanner 241 (e.g., prior to a user signing the document), the document ID and page ID can be used by the client device 110 to look up the corresponding electronic document and page and identify defined input areas on that page. To accomplish this, the code is sufficiently unique such that the appropriate document and location can be accurately identified. The level of uniqueness can be varied based on factors such as the overall number of documents and pages that are expected to be handled in a particular implementation. Universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) may be preferred in some circumstances but are not required for this purpose.

In the illustrative scenario depicted in FIGURE 1A, the handwriting device 100 is a smart folio or smart clipboard device designed for use with a pen device 102 capable of generating electronic handwriting data as well as writing in ink (which may be stored in a replaceable ink cartridge) on paper. Therefore, in this example, the server computer 200 transmits printing information for the user-specific form 210C to a printer 190 that produces a printed form 210D (including the graphically represent-
Referring again to FIGURE 1A, the handwriting device 100 may include one or more visual or mechanical guides (not shown) to aid in placing the paper in an appropriate location on the handwriting device 100, and may also include a clip 240 to hold and maintain the position of the paper 210D on the handwriting device 100 during the writing process, and a scanner 241 to scan the graphically represented ID 230 printed on the paper 210D. With the paper 210D being positioned and held in an expected location, the handwriting device 100 is able to provide handwriting position data to the client device 110 such that it can be accurately mapped to a corresponding position in the electronic document.

Handwriting data received by the client device 110 from the handwriting device 100 typically includes pen event data (e.g., coordinate data and pressure data) and may also include other data, such as an image of a signature, biometric data, etc. One or more sensor modules that generate sensor data may be included in the handwriting device 100 or, in some cases, in other devices, such as the pen 102. The sensor data can be translated into pen event data, such as position/coordinate data and pressure data.

In this example, the handwriting device 100 and pen device 102 use electromagnetic resonance (EMR) technology to generate handwriting data, but the handwriting device 100 can be a capacitive stylus or other type of stylus. An EMR sensor 101 in the handwriting device 100 is implemented as a digitizer that incorporates a sensor board that detects the pen’s movement, and energy is induced in the pen’s resonant circuit by a magnetic field generated by the sensor board surface. The pen’s resonant circuit then makes use of this energy to return a magnetic signal to the sensor board surface. The board detects the pen’s coordinate position at regular time intervals even if the electronic pen does not touch the sensor board surface, so long as the pen remains within close enough proximity to the sensor board, such that signals can still be received from the pen. (The effective signal range can vary depending on the particular technology being used, and is generally on the order of several millimeters.)

Alternatively, other handwriting input technology can be used. For example, an electronic pen may use other wireless technology or may be connected by a wire to a digitizer. As another example, an electronic pen may or may not be detectable away from the surface of a digitizer. As another example, an electronic pen may be powered or unpowered. Powered pens may receive power via a wire connected to an external power source or via an on-board battery. As another example, it is possible to input handwriting data without an electronic pen (e.g., via a stylus on a pressure sensitive digital writing pad, a touchscreen, or some other input device that does not require an electronic pen).

However the handwriting data may be collected, handwriting data provided by signature devices may include pen event information, device information, and/or contextual information about the context in which the handwriting was made. Pen event information may include the x/y position of the pen-tip on or above the digitizer surface and the time since the start of the handwriting. In addition to x/y-coordinate values, pen event information may optionally include additional information subject to the capabilities of the signature device, such as pressure (pen force), angles (azimuth, altitude, and/or rotation) and pen-down status. Pen event information is typically collected at regular intervals during a signing process. The sampling rates at which pen event information may be collected may vary depending on system design and configuration.
scanner 241. The clip 240 is arranged near the writing surface on the handwriting device 100 to hold a paper 210D in place on the writing surface. Referring again to FIGURE 1A, in an illustrative scenario the paper 210D is reproduced from a first document in the server computer 200, and is printed out by a printer 190. The server computer 200 adds a graphically represented ID 230 to a second document when the server computer 200 reproduces the first document. The graphically represented ID 230 is associated with a field ID, a location, and a field type.

[0030] Turning again to FIGURE 1C, the scanner 241 arranged on the handwriting device 100 is configured to scan the graphically represented ID 230 in order to identify, among other potential characteristics, the format of the original document. In the example shown in FIGURE 1C, the scanner 241 is included in the clip 240 and positioned on the reverse side of the paper 210D printed on the side of the paper 210D to be signed. Alternatively, such as where the graphically represented ID 230 may be printed on the reverse side of the paper 210D, the scanner 241 can be positioned in the main body of the handwriting device 100 (e.g., below the clip 240). FIGURE 1D depicts the paper 210D held in place by the clip 240, with the graphically represented ID 230 located such that it can be scanned by the scanner 241. Having the paper 210D positioned in a known location and orientation allows handwriting input to be accurately applied to the paper such that handwriting input can be associated with the appropriate input area.

Illustrative Forms and Metadata

[0031] FIGURE 2 is a diagram of an illustrative user-specific form showing handwriting input areas. In the example shown in FIGURE 2, text input areas 220-222 and a checkbox input area 223 are defined. Various techniques can be used to assist a user in filling the appropriate input areas in the form. For example, active input areas can be highlighted with a distinctive background color, border, or the like. If certain fields are required to be filled, those fields can be color coded, marked with an asterisk, or distinguished in some other way from fields that are not required. Similarly, fields that have not been filled can be visually distinguished from fields that have been filled.

[0032] Disclosed embodiments can be used with any document file formats that allow inclusion of metadata, such as PDF documents or DOCX documents. For example, if the document is a PDF document, an input area within the document can be provided with a matching Acrobat object within the PDF file. In at least one embodiment, Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) packets are used for storing metadata. The XMP model is an extension of a Resource Description Framework (RDF) in Extensible Markup Language (XML). XMP metadata is serialized into XML for storage in files in XMP packets, and is independent of any particular document file format.

(See “XMP Specification Part 3: Storage in Files” (July 2010), available from Adobe Systems Inc.) In an illustrative scenario, an XMP packet can be embedded in a metadata stream (e.g., of a matching Acrobat object (or AcroForm) object in a PDF document) to store data describing behavior and features of the input area. An XMP packet embedded in the metadata stream for the PDF page object can be used to describe or permit generation of features such as a barcode for each individual page. An XMP packet embedded in the metadata stream of the root PDF object can store metadata related to the document as a whole, along with other data related to specific portions of the document, such as specific pages or input areas.

[0033] FIGURES 3A-3F depict illustrative metadata in XMP packets that may be included in a metadata section of the document illustrated in FIGURE 2. For example, the XMP packets may be included in a metadata stream of a PDF document. (To simplify the presentation of the metadata in these figures, some values have been abbreviated or replaced with placeholder values such as XXX.)

[0034] In the example shown in FIGURE 3A, document-level metadata elements are contained in an XMP packet, including a page ID (“1234567”) for the single page in the document. In the example shown in FIGURE 3B, page-level metadata elements are contained in an XMP packet, including a list of field IDs (e.g., “142532”) for the page identified in FIGURE 3A. In the examples shown in FIGURES 3C-3F, field-level metadata elements are contained in respective XMP packets for each identified input area 220-223 in FIGURE 2 and corresponding field ID listed in FIGURE 3B. The field-level metadata elements may include FieldType (e.g., Text, Number, Freehand, Signature, Boolean), FieldTag (e.g., a user-configurable tag such as “Company Name”), FieldLocation (e.g., x- and y-coordinates and width and height dimensions), Required (indicating whether filling this input area is required for this form), Data, and PenData (stroke data). The value of the Data field depends on the FieldType. For example, if Field Type is “Text” the Data field may reflect the result of applying a handwriting recognition algorithm to the handwriting input. As another example, if Field Type is “Signature” the Data field may include encoded pen position data, biometric data, etc., in an encrypted or unencrypted form, along with other information such as the signatory’s name, reason for signing, or a public key for encryption.

[0035] In these examples, FIGURE 3C depicts metadata for the “Name” box (FieldType=Text) (“220” in FIGURE 2), FIGURE 3D depicts metadata for the “Company Name” box (FieldType=Text) (“221” in FIGURE 2), FIGURE 3E depicts metadata for the “Date” box (FieldType=Text) (“222” in FIGURE 2), and FIGURE 3F depicts metadata for the checkbox (FieldType=Boolean) (“223” in FIGURE 2). FIGURES 3C, 3D, and 3E also depict corresponding stroke data, as these input areas have been filled in FIGURE 2. (For ease of presentation,
the pen data is abbreviated to a single stroke in FIGURES 3C, 3D, and 3E. In practice, a line of printed characters such as those shown in the "Name" or "Company Name" box would consist of a much larger number of strokes.) FIGURE 3F lacks stroke data, as the checkbox 223 is empty in FIGURE 2. Though not shown in FIGURE 3F, the checkbox metadata may include a default data value (e.g., "False") to reflect the assumption that if no stroke data is detected in this input area, the user has not checked the box.

Illustrative Processes and Workflows

[0036] This section provides details of illustrative processes for generating documents with input areas for handwriting input using described file formats, associating handwriting input with input areas in such documents, and related workflows.

[0037] FIGURE 4 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process 400 in which a server computer (e.g., the server computer 200) generates metadata to be stored in a first document when a new PDF file is created or obtained and reproduces a second document with a graphically represented ID, such as a barcode, converted from metadata in the first document. The second document can be used for printing a paper version with the graphically represented ID. In the example shown in FIGURE 4, at step 410 the server computer generates a form ID (e.g., a page ID or a field ID) that identifies a page or input area of a first document. At step 420, the server computer generates a location and a field type for the input area. At step 430, the server computer associates the location and field type with the form ID, and stores the location, field type, and form ID in a metadata stream of the first document. At step 440, the server computer reproduces a second document with a graphically represented ID converted from the form ID of the first document. Referring again to FIGURE 1A, the second document may be printed out by a printer 190 as a paper that may be put onto the server computer 200 automatically. This may help to reduce the need for manual input by the user of information corresponding to the handwriting data. More preferably, the client device 110 can convert the positional signal of handwriting according to a location and a field type for the input area corresponding to the original document which has the same form ID.

[0038] FIGURE 5 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process 500 in which a client device (e.g., the client device 110) associates a positional signal of handwriting with an input area in a document based on metadata elements associated with the document. In the example shown in FIGURE 5, at step 510 the client device obtains a form ID (e.g., a page ID or a field ID) from the handwriting device 100. In at least one embodiment, the form ID is obtained from a graphically represented ID, which is scanned by a scanner of a handwriting device (e.g., the scanner 241 of the handwriting device 100). The form ID is associated with a location and field type for an input area of the document, and thus the client device can identify the format of the original document (first document) by using the obtained form ID. The form ID, location, and field type are stored in a metadata stream of the document. At step 520, the client computing device obtains a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device. At step 530, the client computing device associates the positional signal of handwriting with an input area based on the form ID, location, and field type.

[0039] An example of additional workflow that may be performed in accordance with one or more embodiments will now be described. In this example, the client device 110 sends a request to a server computer 200 in order to obtain the original PDF file corresponding to the first document. The server computer 200 identifies the original PDF file corresponding to the form ID sent from the client device 110 and sends the original PDF file to the client device 110. The client device 110 obtains the original PDF file and overlays the positional signal of handwriting onto the original PDF file. In addition, the client device 110 adds new metadata containing a location and a field type for the input area of the second document in the metadata stream of the original PDF file. The client device 110 shows on a display the overlay of handwriting and original form of the PDF file (first document), and the user can check whether or not the handwriting was written properly before sending the document to the server computer 200. Since the client device 110 adds the metadata, including handwriting data, in the metadata stream of the original PDF file as well as overlaying the handwriting on the original PDF file, the handwriting data can be put onto the server computer 200 automatically. This invention is not limited to this embodiment; however, for example, the server computer 200, instead of the client device 110, may convert the positional signal of handwriting according to a location and a field type for the input area corresponding to the original document which has the same form ID.

[0040] FIGURE 6 is a flow diagram of an illustrative process 600 to determine whether point data in a positional signal (pen data) is to be associated with an input area. In this example, the input area has a margin (or bleed area) that is considered to be part of the input area. At step 610, a computing device (e.g., client device 110) receives point data for handwriting. At step 620, the computing device determines whether the point data is in the input area. If it is, the next point is processed. If it is not, the computing device makes a further determination at step 630 as to whether the point exceeds the margin for the input area. If it does not, the next point is processed. If it does, the computing device makes a further determination at step 640 as to whether the first down point (e.g., with pressure value greater than 0) of the stroke was within the input area. If it was, the point is incorporated into the stroke associated with the input area at step 650. If it was not, the process returns an error at step 660.

[0041] If an error is returned due to pen data being outside of an input area, this pen data can still be pre-
served in metadata, even if it is not associated with an input area. Such pen data can be analyzed later to determine the intent of the signer. This may be helpful, for example, where paper moves during signing, or where users write in unexpected areas of a document.

FIGURES 7A-7B describe a further workflow process 700 that can be used in combination with embodiments described herein. The workflow process 700 mainly deals with how software should load a workstep profile for a document if the document workflow step options are enabled. In this illustrative example, a workstep profile is a workflow that the client or server performs when a document arrives into its domain (e.g., when the file is pushed to the client). In an illustrative scenario, the workflow can be used when a document needs to be signed by User 1, and then emailed to User 2 for countersigning before being uploaded to a website.

In one embodiment, a pre-completion section of the workflow deals with issues to be conveyed before the document is processed; an example of this would be an option that the client should browse to the next active area immediately when the document is received. The pre-completion section also contains details of the current step within the workflow that is the active step in the case of a document that has multiple stages. The pre-completion section also includes the details on the criteria that the document should meet for the current workflow step to be completed (e.g., Field ID xxxx and Field ID yyyy must be completed, after which the post-completion rule for the current workflow step can be executed).

The post-completion section deals with what happens to the document after the current workflow step is considered completed. This may be, for example, saving the document with a particular specified name format, and outputting the document (e.g., file upload, e-mail, or some other mechanism). The post-completion processing by the client software will also increment the current work step number in the workflow rule to indicate the state the document is currently in.

These workflow profiles can be stored as an extension within the document level of the file format. However, it is also possible for client software to support the concept of a profile, such as a default profile or a named profile, rather than having the workflow explicitly defined within every file. This allows the flexibility for documents without workflows to have a workflow applied, or for documents with existing, but out of date workflow definitions to be updated without having to edit the original document.

Thus, there are several options for defining a workflow in a document:

- Explicitly within document level metadata (e.g., XMP).
- As a named profile in the metadata that is loaded from the client cache.
- As a remote profile in the metadata that is downloaded to a client dynamically and applied.

Client software also can configure a default profile from its local cache or remotely to apply to documents that do not have a profile.

In this illustrative context, the example depicted in FIGURES 7A and 7B can now be described. Turning first to FIGURE 7A, at step 702, a computing device determines whether a document contains a workflow section. If it does, a profile name is loaded at step 704. If it does not, a check for a default profile is made at step 706. If the profile name is loaded at step 704, a check is made at step 708 is made whether a profile of that name is in the file. If it is, the profile version number is obtained at step 710. If it is not, the profile version is set to 0 at step 712. At step 714, a check for a remote profile is performed. If a remote profile is available, the version number is obtained at step 716. If no remote profile is available, the remote profile version is set to 0 at step 718. At step 720, a check for a local profile is performed. If a local profile is available, the version number is obtained at step 722. If no local profile is available, the local profile version is set to 0 at step 724.

Turning now to FIGURE 7B, if the local profile version is higher than the file profile version (step 726), a further check is performed to determine whether the local version is higher than the remote version at step 728. If it is, the local application profile rules are loaded at step 730. If not, the remote profile rules are loaded at step 732. If the local profile version is not higher than the file profile version, a further check is performed to determine whether the file profile version is higher than the remote profile version at step 734. If is not, the process returns to step 732. If it is, file profile rules are loaded at step 736.

When the selected profile rules are loaded, global document behavior is set up at step 738. A workstep is processed in the profile rule at step 740. If more worksteps remain (step 742), the next workstep is processed. If not, the process proceeds to output rules at step 744. If any output rules remain, the next output rule is processed at step 746. If not, the process ends at step 750.

Computing Environment

Embodiments described herein can be implemented by suitably programmed and configured computing devices, individually or in combination. The description below is applicable to computing devices such as servers, personal computers, mobile phones, smart phones, tablet computers, embedded computing devices, handwriting devices, and other currently available or yet to be developed devices that may be used in accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure.

In its most basic configuration, a computing device includes at least one processor and a system memory connected by a communication bus. Depending on the exact configuration and type of device, the system memory may be volatile or nonvolatile memory, such as read only memory ("ROM"), random access memory.
The computing device may include a network interface comprising one or more components for communicating with other devices over a network. Embodiments of the present disclosure may access basic services that utilize a network interface to perform communications using common network protocols. The network interface may also include a wireless network interface configured to communicate via one or more wireless communication protocols, such as WiFi, 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE, WiMAX, Bluetooth, and/or the like.

The computing device also may include a storage medium. However, services may be accessed using a computing device that does not include means for persisting data to a local storage medium. Therefore, the storage medium is optional. In any event, the storage medium may be volatile or nonvolatile, removable or non-removable, implemented using any technology capable of storing information such as, but not limited to, a hard drive, solid state drive, CD-ROM, DVD, or other disk storage, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage, and/or the like.

As used herein, the term “computer readable medium” includes volatile and nonvolatile and removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology capable of storing information, such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data. In this regard, system memory and storage media are examples of computer readable media.

For ease of illustration and because it is not important for an understanding of the claimed subject matter, the figures do not show some of the typical components of many computing devices. In this regard, a computing device may include input devices, such as a keyboard, keypad, mouse, trackball, microphone, video camera, touchpad, touchscreen, stylus, and/or the like. Such input devices may be coupled to the computing device by wired or wireless connections including RF, infrared, serial, parallel, Bluetooth, USB, or other suitable connection protocols using wireless or physical connections.

In any of the described examples, data can be captured by input devices (e.g., signature devices) and transmitted or stored for future processing. The processing may include encoding data, which can be subsequently decoded for presentation by output devices. Input devices can be separate from and communicatively coupled to a computing device, or can be integral components of the computing device. The computing device may also include output devices such as a display or touchscreen. The output devices can be separate from and communicatively coupled to the computing device, or can be integral components of the computing device. Input functionality and output functionality may be integrated into the same input/output device (e.g., a touchscreen). Any suitable input device, output device, or combined input/output device either currently known or developed in the future may be used with described systems.

In general, functionality of computing devices described herein may be implemented in computing logic embodied in hardware or software instructions, which can be written in a programming language, such as C, C++, COBOL, JAVA™, PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, VBScript, ASPX, Microsoft .NET™ languages such as C#, and/or the like. Computing logic may be compiled into executable programs or written in interpreted programming languages. Generally, functionality described herein can be implemented as logic modules that can be duplicated to provide greater processing capability, merged with other modules, or divided into submodules. The computing logic can be stored in any type of computer readable medium (e.g., a non-transitory medium such as a memory or storage medium) or computer storage device and be stored on and executed by one or more general purpose or special purpose processors, thus creating a special purpose computing device configured to provide functionality described herein.

Many alternatives to the systems and devices described herein are possible. For example, individual modules or subsystems can be separated into additional modules or subsystems or combined into fewer modules or subsystems. As another example, modules or subsystems can be omitted or supplemented with other modules or subsystems. As another example, functions that are indicated as being performed by a particular device, module, or subsystem may instead be performed by one or more other devices, modules, or subsystems. Although some examples in the present disclosure include descriptions of devices comprising specific hardware components in specific arrangements, techniques and tools described herein can be modified to accommodate different hardware components, combinations, or arrangements. Further, although some examples in the present disclosure include descriptions of specific usage scenarios, techniques and tools described herein can be modified to accommodate different usage scenarios. Functionality that is described as being implemented in software can instead be implemented in hardware, or vice versa.
processing stages. As another example, processing stages that are described as occurring in a particular order can instead occur in a different order. As another example, processing stages that are described as being performed in a series of steps may instead be handled in a parallel fashion, with multiple modules or software processes concurrently handling one or more of the illustrated processing stages. As another example, processing stages that are described as being performed by a particular device or module may instead be performed by one or more other devices or modules.

[0061] The principles, representative embodiments, and modes of operation of the present disclosure have been described in the foregoing description. However, aspects of the present disclosure which are intended to be protected are not to be construed as limited to the particular embodiments disclosed. Further, the embodiments described herein are to be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive. It will be appreciated that variations and changes may be made by others, and equivalents employed, without departing from the spirit of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method executed by a computer, the method comprising:
   - generating a form identifier to identify a page or an input area of a first document;
   - generating a location and a field type for the input area of the first document;
   - associating the location and the field type with the form identifier, wherein the location, the field type, and the form identifier are stored in a metadata stream of the first document; and
   - reproducing a second document from the first document with a graphically represented identifier converted from the form identifier.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the first document comprises a plurality of input areas, the plurality of input areas comprising multiple types of input areas, wherein the multiple types of input areas preferably comprise a signature area.

3. The method of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the form identifier and the location and the field type are stored in the metadata stream of the first document in a structured document format, wherein preferably:
   - the structured document format comprises a root element and a plurality of sub-elements which are nested within the root element, wherein the form identifier, the location, and the field type are stored in the sub-elements,
   - wherein further preferably the form identifier is stored in an attribute property of one of the sub-elements.

4. The method of one of the preceding claims, wherein the graphically represented identifier is selected from the group consisting of a barcode, a dot code, and a QR code.

5. The method of one of the preceding claims, further comprising generating dimensions for the input area of the first document.

6. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein computer-readable instructions, including instructions configured to cause a computing device to perform a method according to one of the preceding claims.

7. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium of Claim 6, wherein the computing device is a server computer.

8. A computer-implemented method executed by a computer which is electrically connected with a handwriting device, the method comprising:
   - obtaining a form identifier converted from a graphically represented identifier of a document from the handwriting device, wherein the form identifier is associated with a location and a field type for an input area of the document, wherein the form identifier, the location, and the field type are stored in a metadata stream of the document;
   - obtaining a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device;
   - associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area based on the form identifier, the location, and the field type;
   - obtaining a positional signal of handwriting from the handwriting device; and
   - associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area based on the form identifier, the location, and the field type.

9. The method of Claim 8 further comprising converting the handwriting into a data type based at least in part on the field type for the input area.

10. The method of Claim 8 or 9, wherein the handwriting comprises pen coordinate data and/or biometric data.

11. The method of one of the claims 8 to 10, wherein the positional signal comprises a series of point locations.

12. The method of Claim 11, wherein associating the positional signal of the handwriting with the input area comprises:
   - determining whether the point locations are
within the input area, and/or
- determining whether the point locations are
within a bleed margin of the input area, and/or
- determining whether a first down point of a
stroke is within the input area.

13. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um having stored therein computer-readable instruc-
tions, including instructions configured to cause a
computing device to perform a method according to
one of the claims 8 to 12.

14. The non-transitory computer-readable storage me-
dium of Claim 13, wherein the computing device is
a client computing device.

15. A system comprising:

- a computing device programmed to perform a
  method according to one of the claims 1 to 5;
- a handwriting device; and
- a client computing device programmed to per-
  form a method according to one of the claims 8
to 12.
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